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DATALOGGING AND CONTROL THROUGH A
REMOTE INTERFACE FOR A POWER QUALITY

SYSTEM

Gary A. Buckingham, U.S. Department of Energy, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Garth P. Corey, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Abstract

The vast majority of all utility power quality problems consist of short duration surges,
sags, and momentary power losses that wreak havoc among modern sensitive loads. To
solve these power quality problems, a highly reliable, low-cost battery solution, the AC
Battery PQ2000, developed with Department of Energy and Sandia National
Laboratories assistance, is now available to eliminate these short duration power
quality problems. Incorporated in this system is a communications interface which
allows remote access over the telephone network using RS-232 protocol. The system is
designed for standalone function without an operator present; however, because of the
limited experience of utilities in the use of this type of battery energy storage system,
capabilities have been incorporated to allow for datalogging and remote system control
of the unit. This paper reviews power quality problems, outlines the system design
philosophy from AC Battery Corporation, discusses the rationale for remote
telemetering system design, and reviews the utility of this telemetry through the
experience of a system installed in Georgia.

Introduction

Utilities are facing many new strategic issues as they plan for their energy future. The
Energy Storage Systems (ESS) Program of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is a
cooperative endeavor between the DOE, the electric utilities and manufacturing
industries. Its objective is to evolve Battery Energy Storage (BES) systems into an
economically attractive utility resource option by the year 2000.1,2. Battery Energy
Storage is an option that can help utilities address the strategic issues created by
electric utility restructuring and can improve their cost-effectiveness, reliability and
power quality while reducing the environmental impact of generating and distributing
electricity. The use of remote control strategies and remote data monitoring by system
manufacturers has enhanced the use of BES in field applications. By remotely
managing a system, the manufacturers of BES equipment can relieve facilities managers
from the task of determining the readiness of BES power quality and power
management equipment thus opening the door for turnkey power quality solutions.



A major problem facing utilities is the heavy reliance by a growing number of
customers on computers and microprocessors requiring clean, reliable power.

Manufacturing process control is a
prime example of the sensitivity of
modern processes to power
abnormalities. Particularly
vulnerable are power users such as
semiconductor fabricators,
pharmaceutical manufacturers and
biotechnology companies. Even a
brief interruption can cause a large
expense (some in excess of a
million dollars per event), and many
of these businesses are willing to
pay more for a guarantee of
uninterrupted service. Batteries can
improve the reliability of service by
providing a source of uninterruptible
power. Battery storage systems can
meet the needs of these “premium

grade” customers by supplying power free of voltage sags, surges, and momentary
outages that periodically occur on the utility distribution system.

In the near future, customers with power quality sensitive loads will be able to select
their power provider. Consequently, it will be critical that utilities have premium power
programs available. Not only would these utilities be able to retain current customers,
they would also gain customers in other utilities’ present service territories3.

A DOE Sponsored Solution

AC Battery Corporation developed the PQ2000 BES system (Figure 1) in partnership
with Sandia National Laboratories, the US Department of Energy, Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, and Omnion Power Engineering Corporation. The objective of the
development effort was to produce an economical, transportable, 2 MW, 10-second
battery energy storage system that would provide high quality backup power. The
system eliminates shut-downs caused by surges, sags, and momentary power losses,
and provides ride-through power in the event of total utility power loss. The PQ2000 is
able to support critical loads while backup generation systems are brought on-line.

     Figure 1. Cutaway View of the PQ2000 System Container

Showing the Modular “Rack ‘N Stack” Construction and

Center Electrical Control Closet.



As shown in Figure 2, the AC Battery PQ2000 system consists of three primary
subsystems, the 2 MW Static Automatic Transfer Switch (SATS), the static switch
control, and the PQ2000 control/power conditioning/battery subsystem. The unit’s
control and battery subsystem consists of a master controller and eight individual power
modules containing 48 standard production 12V batteries. In addition, each module
contains a battery charger and a 250 kW bridge to convert the battery DC voltage to
three-phase AC voltage. The SATS controls the connection of the utility to the critical
loads.

The static switch control functions as a communications clearing house to keep the
SATS informed on the status of the unit and to pass control logic between the SATS
and the controller. All communication between the controller and the SATS is
conducted over fiber optic links.

Operational Considerations

Nominal output of the system is 480 VAC, 50-60 Hz, three-phase, 2,000 kVA for up to
10 seconds duration. The heart of the system is the master controller that monitors the

incoming utility line voltage and
continuously makes minor voltage
adjustments to the power
converter control voltages so that,
if the system is activated, the unit
will go on-line at the same voltage
that was present from the utility at
the instant prior to the loss of
quality power. Line frequency is
also closely monitored to ensure
output synchronization and
frequency matching upon
activation.

The system is designed to operate
in a standalone environment

requiring no operator interaction for the system to perform all functions. To allow for
remote monitoring capabilities, provisions are available to dial in to the system using
RS-232 protocol from a remote personal computer to poll for status information. In
addition, the capability exists to externalize system status information, in real time, to
inform the user/customer and monitoring organization of system status and availability.
Of primary concern is a reduction in available capacity due to a module failure.
Provisions are also available for the system to report detailed status information

Figure 2. System Block Diagram.



automatically to a selected remote location in the event the system is experiencing
abnormal operational conditions.

Monitoring Computer 4

The Monitoring Computer contains software in a Windows format that will log: line
disturbance events, charging activity and PQ2000 system errors to comma-separated
value (CSV) files. The software will also send a page to the appropriate personnel
when an error occurs. In addition to its logging and paging capabilities the software
also has three screens that monitor the PQ2000 status, individual module status and
overall system status.

The Monitoring Computer software consists of five tasks: Communications,
Disturbance/Battery Charge Logging, Error Logging, Paging and PQ2000 Monitoring
screens.

The Monitoring Computer Communications Task gathers information from the PQ2000
Controller via the RS-232 serial data link. The Communications Task will then send the
status via an DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) link to the Disturbance/Charge Task and
to the Status Database. In the Disturbance/Charge Task the PQ2000 container and
module status is decoded and checked to see if any charging or disturbance activity is
occurring; if so, then it is logged. All status information is then passed to the Error Task
which does even more decoding to determine if an error state has changed from that
last status; if so, it will be logged. The errors are then sent to the paging task, which
will submit a page to all the individuals (marked to receive a page) in the database.
Each time a page is sent an entry is logged into the log file so that a record of all
individuals called can be maintained. The PQ2000 Monitor Screens Task will simply
display all the pertinent information from the database onto the screen.

The software executes on an Octagon single board microcomputer. The single board
computer has a 486DX-66 CPU, 540 MB hard drive, 8 MB RAM, and a 14.4 kbps
modem.

Additional hardware on-site is simply limited to a dedicated telephone line which
allows AC Battery remote access to the PQ2000 system.

The PQ2000 Monitor currently consists of three main screens, the main status screen,
shown in Figure 3, the module status screen and the PQ2000 status screen. The Main
Screen highlights the overall system status which includes the Static Automatic
Transfer Switch (ESD Status) and the PQ2000 container. The Module Status Screen



shows all of the module’s
digital and analog
information. The digital
information represents the
component status on each
module. The analog data
includes information on the
battery pack voltage, heat
sink temperatures and others.
The PQ2000 Screen shows
the PQ2000 system status and
allows some manual functions
such as starting an equalize
charge.

The main screen is divided into several different boxes. These are described below:

The PQ2000 System Mode box comprises three LED’s which correspond to the
external lights on the outside of the PQ2000 container.

• Failure Mode LED is illuminated in red when a fault occurs that will prevent the
PQ2000 from servicing an event.

 

• Warning Mode LED is illuminated in yellow when an error is present in the system
that will not prevent it from servicing an event.

 

• Ready Mode LED is illuminated in green when the system is able to service a line
disturbance, even at partial power. It is possible for the Warning Mode LED and
Ready Mode LED to be on at the same time.

The ESD Status box displays the current state of the ESD, either in ready or fault
state.

The PQ2000 Status box displays at-a-glance information on the current state of the
PQ2000 and its modules.

• Shutdown This LED is illuminated in red when the PQ2000 is shutdown. The mode
is shutdown when the PQ2000 is unable to run because of an error or it has been
manually disabled. The LED is gray when not in shutdown mode.

Figure 3.  Main Monitor Screen



• Running This LED is illuminated in green when the PQ2000 is servicing a
disturbance. The LED is gray when not in running mode.

• Partial Power This LED is illuminated in yellow when one or more modules is not
able to run. It is red when all eight modules are out of service signifying a shutdown
condition. The LED is gray when all modules are available to service a disturbance.

• Synchronized This LED is illuminated in green when the PQ2000 is synchronized
with the utility. It is red when it is not synchronized.

• Charging This LED is illuminated in green when it is doing a normal or equalize
charge. The LED is gray when not charging.

The PQ2000 Data box displays some of the pertinent analog information that is
available about the PQ2000 system.

• Phase Current This displays phase current (amperes) on the load side of the ESD.

• Phase Voltage This displays the phase-to-phase voltage on the load side of the ESD.

• Container Temperature This value is the warmer of the two thermocouple sets inside
the PQ2000 container.

• Container Hydrogen This is the percent of hydrogen (H2) gas inside the PQ2000
container.

The Line Event Data box displays the number of line disturbance events, the number of
line disturbance events serviced and the percent of events that have been serviced.

• Availability A percentage of line events serviced divided by the line events that have
occurred.

• Events Serviced The number of line disturbances that the PQ2000 has serviced.

• Events Occurred The number of line events that the ESD has determined as
disturbances.

The Battery Energy Available (BEA) gauge is a bar graph that shows the estimated
state of charge. Zero percent battery energy will be shown when the Amp-Hour total
equals a 2 MW discharge for 30 seconds. The battery energy remaining percentage is
linear from 0 Amp-Hour discharged (100 % battery energy remaining) to 53 Amp-
Hours (2 MW @ 30 seconds, 0 % battery energy remaining, all 8 modules).

During recharge the bar graph will remain at the discharged state until the charge
voltage threshold is reached. Once this is met, 90 % battery energy is available. If the
total amount discharged is less than 10 % of the battery energy then the graph will not
move until recharge is complete. One hundred percent battery energy available will
occur when a recharge has finished.



The Available Power gauge will display the amount of power it can supply if a
disturbance occurs. It is simply the number of modules available multiplied by 250 kW.

The Module Status Screen displays the status information of all eight modules at once.
When a module is not on-line the box background that surrounds the module number
will be in red. The status for that module will be filled with the last valid information
received.

The PQ2000 Status Screen displays all of the PQ2000 errors, container status, charging
status, manual functions and other setup information.

Remote access is accomplished by utilizing the Reachout software package from Stac
Electronics. AC Battery maintains security of the system through features of
Reachout via a logon identification and password, keyboard disabling, screen
blanking, audit trails, restricted disk access, and viewer call-back (for some callers).

The pager system incorporated into the PQ2000 system allows for notification to
personnel of one or both of PQ2000 system faults and PQ2000 system warnings. This
facility is limited only by memory, with a user-selected time period for system warnings
(not as detrimental to system operation) up to 24 hours (i.e., at all hours).

Current Field Application

The first production unit of the PQ2000 series is in operation at a site in Homerville,
Georgia. There are frequent lightning storms in this area that are often severe enough to
shut down a local factory for up to three times a day. Consequently, the local electric
supplier, which is served by the nation’s largest generation and transmission
cooperative5, had a serious challenge to alleviate this critical situation.

The plant uses about 15 adjustable speed drives. The slightest disturbance of voltage
can cause the drives to trip-out or, at the least, lose synchronization and cause defects
in the product5. Also, the plant has gas-fired ovens that create a safety problem when
voltage is lost. A power interruption shuts down the burner exhaust fans, which
requires that the ovens undergo a forced air purge of 15 minutes before the 16 burner
zones can be manually relit. Each outage could cost a minimum of 40-45 minutes of
downtime, with the likelihood of several consecutive occurrences during a severe
thunderstorm6. Losses due to production interruption combined with maintenance and
safety concerns easily amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars on an annual basis.



The first commercial PQ2000 was delivered on July 8, 1996, and went on-line on
December 3, 1996. It has operated for more than 5000 hours since installation with no

maintenance downtime. AC Battery staff
engineers use the remote telemetry
capability to access and analyze system
operations data on a daily basis. With
further commercial units in production, AC
Battery is working with these current
customers to investigate improvements to
the system monitoring capabilities. The
number and duration of events are shown
here indicating the percentage of events
serviced by the PQ2000 for the first 6

months of operation of the system at the plant. Only 2 % of the events were longer than
the service period for the PQ2000. Fully 98% of the events that occurred resulted in
zero down time at the plant which dramatically shows the value of this power quality
solution.

Conclusions

Remote access of control functions and data acquisition is a critical component for the
commercialization of the PQ2000. The provisions of the RS-232 interface allow for the
monitoring of the status and availability of the PQ2000 at remote sites as well as
allowing critical operations and maintenance functions without requiring the dispatch of
maintenance personnel to the site. It also relieves facilities managers of the requirement
to continuously monitor the status of the PQ2000 system to ensure its readiness to
perform its functions to protect the facility critical loads.
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